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To start over, a lways. That is the prospect, which

can seem kind of tragic, of a l l those who are at war

against this world of infin ite horrors. Along the way

some fal l under the blows, others don’t resist the

siren-song that cal ls to resign oneself and get back

in l ine, some even make an outright U-turn. The

others, that persist in fighting – with ups and

downs – have to find strength and determination to

start over again each time. However, on second

thought, the tragedy is not to start over, to start

from scratch, but to abandon and to betray one-

self. Conscience, a lways individual , can be a heavy

burden to carry and becomes cruel when one be-

trays it without having enough anaesthetics at

one’s disposal . This world doesn’t lack anaesthet-

ics, and even disti l s them at wil l . A l ittle a lternative

career for your own good, Sundays to marvel at a

natura l park, a humanitarian or cultura l project.

Even harder drugs; screens of al l varieties, virtual

real ity and relationships, a total stupor. No, such a

prospect frightens us more than al l the distress,

than al l the difficulties connected to the fai lure to

destroy authority.

So, to start over. To sharpen conscience in a world

that has taken aim at it by launching its deadly pois-

ons at it. Because what is accommodation, resigna-

tion and submission other than the quenching of

one’s conscience, justified – or not – by the condi-

tions we’re al l mired in? “They are too strong”,

“people are too stupid”, “surviving is already too

hard”, “ it’s too far from my nest” are some of the

classics. So, to sharpen conscience, means also to

redevelop a taste for ideas that al low us to see, to

distinguish more clearly the contours of those that

pour cement on freedom. And, at the same time, to

open up horizons so as to be able to look – even if

only a peak – beyond the wal ls and the antennas,

beyond the prisons and the laboratories, beyond the

massacres and the soldiers. Ideas are not bought in

supermarkets and are not deepened on the internet.

I t is each individual that appropriates them step by

step til l cherishing them, and that defends them also

through thick and thin. Above al l so in our times

when democratic, mercantile and technological to-

tal itarianism aspires to el iminate each fervour, to in-

stal l slaveries and dependencies even more

deceptive. Somehow it is the most important treas-

ure of the anarchist; the conviction that there is no

compromise possible between freedom and author-

ity, that they exclude each other, always and every-

where. Thousands of institutions, organizations,

ideologies try to destroy this treasure. As wel l a

state that drowns in blood the – at last roused –

cries of yesterdays oppressed, as the technocrat

who talks about freedom to design a technological

system that expands every day its hold to the four

corners of the earth. As wel l the next leaders who

seek to cal l the shots of a movement of anger, as

the clever acrobat of rhetoric who tries hard to re-

move al l significance of the attacks carried out

against this world. I f we talk about starting over, it is

to express our wil l to take up – once more – the

deepening of our ideas, to make them toxic for al l

the authoritarians who try to approach them, and

stimulating for al l the lovers of freedom who em-

brace them. It is to start over again – inside contexts

which are born to us and which have changed a lot

over the last years – to elaborate our l ifelong an-

archist project; to destroy oppression and exploita-

tion. Over time, as we plunge into it, other

experiences wil l arise, other attempts, other defeats.

Al l of them are part of our baggage, our heritage if

you wil l , that – instead of making us sink into a dark

melancholy – can reinforce us to rebuild an individu-

al and col lective project of freedom, a revolutionary

perspective. Certainly, it is impossible to avoid er-

rors, to not find oneself at times in a dead-end, to

not be shipwrecked in the stormy seas, but these

failures are an integral part of our journeys. Like that

anarchist from the beginning of the 20th century

said: “We move with ardour, with strength, with

pleasure in such a determined way because we’re

conscious of having done everything and being pre-

pared to do everything for it to be the right direc-

tion. We give study the biggest care, the biggest

attention and we give to action the biggest energy.

(… ) To precipitate our course, we don’t need

mirages of an imminent goal within reach. It suffices

us to know that we’re moving… and that, if some-

times we reach a stalemate, we don’t get lost.”
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But ideas alone are not enough for us. To know that

authority is our enemy, and that al l who embody it

is a target, from pol iticians to cops, from techno-

crats to officers, from capita l ists to supervisors,

from priests to snitches, is one thing. To project

oneself into the necessary destruction of the socia l

relations, the structures and the networks that a l-

low them to exist, is something else. The commu-

nicating vessels of idea and action are at the heart

of anarchism. So that ideas don’t wither, you need

actions to invigorate them. So that actions don’t

go round in circles, you need ideas to animate

them. Ideas to corrode the mind-sets of obedience,

the ideologies and submission. Actions to destroy

the structures and persons of domination. And if it

is a lways the time to act, to strike what exploits

and oppresses, acting cannot be a simple condi-

tioned reflex. I t cannot be content with responding

(re-acting) on a case by case basis with rage and

vigour. So that acting real ly becomes to act – in a

revolutionary and anarchist perspective – the initi-

ative has to be ours, in an offensive that starts from

our individual ities, our imaginations, our analyses

and our determination. Because to act is not a giv-

en and it doesn’t fa l l out of the sky, reflecting on

how to act is indispensable. I t is for this reason we

have to bring again to the table the question of

projectual ity, our autonomous capacity to project

ideas and actions directly into the field of the en-

emy. Waiting for “the people” - that hol low ab-

straction, here to substitute the deceased

proletariat – to become conscious and to desire

freedom, endeavouring to “educate”, doesn’t befit

us. Not only because it wouldn’t work, but also be-

cause such a perspective is now total ly obsolete (if

it hasn’t a l ready been always) in the face of a con-

stant bombardment of minds and senses by domin-

ation. To advance gradual ly, struggle by struggle,

socia l movement by socia l movement, towards the

big moment where everything fina l ly converges to

announce the total upheaval , doesn’t suit us

neither. I f in every revolt against what is imposed

upon us, is a lways dormant the potentia l of a chal-

lenge to everything beyond its starting point, too

many checks, repetitions, channel l ing are at work

inside this kind of socia l movements to prevent the

dykes bursting and the unknown of subversion

opening up.

That leaves us with – forgive us for going a bit fast

– the possibi l ity to act as anarchists, on our own.

But in order to go much further than ourselves.

Striking back is a basis, to elaborate a projectual ity

to not only strike, but also to destroy the dykes of

domination is an extension more than desirable. I t

is here that we enter again the spheres of insurrec-

tion; the perspective of making the dykes burst, of

unleashing the evil passions as another said , of

opening a rupture in time to strike more crushingly

against the state and capita l . Evidently there are no

recipes for insurrection, in spite of the veiled cal ls

of modern Leninists – recycl ing under less patched-

up costumes the old recipe of the seizure of power

(this time from the bottom-up). But having no re-

cipes doesn’t prevent us from reflecting on, putting

to the test and exploring anti-authoritarian hypo-

theses; from a struggle against a specific project of

authority to an autonomous intervention during a

bout of socia l fever, from the paralyses of infra-

structures that a l low the dai ly reproduction of

wage slavery to the bold and sudden upheaval

against an enemy in the midst of a restructuring

with an uncertain outcome. To experiment in one’s

own l ife these insurrectionary hypotheses on an-

archist bases, even on a smal l scale (our own),

takes us in any case far away from the tedious bar-

racks of mil itancy, the same old guesswork about

what “the people” think or not, about what “the

mil ieu” does or doesn’t do, far from the expecta-

tion of the next socia l movement, and so on and so

forth. That means taking yourself the initiative of

attack fol lowing your own approach and itinerary.

Conceiving of an insurrectionary and anarchist per-

spective leads us necessari ly to the question of

how to organize ourselves to advance on such a

path. That labour unions, a lso the more or less

l ibertarian, wil l not be appropriate instruments is

rather obvious. Certain ly so in the current times

where old “communities” based on work have

been neatly severed and dissolved by the advances
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of capita l . The same goes for the formal anarchist

organizations; with their branches, congresses, res-

olutions and initia ls. Maybe less evident is the fact

that big assembl ies (that are adorned with the ad-

jective “horizontal”) are also inappropriate. We’re

not denying the importance of open and contrary

discussions inside struggles and revolts, and so the

eventual interest to take part in them, but anarch-

ists shouldn’t confine themselves to participating in

these moments of exchange, but also organize

themselves outside of them. The best element to

ensure the communicating vessels between ideas

and actions, to formulate a real autonomy of action,

is the affin ity between individuals; mutual under-

standing, shared perspectives, wil l ingness to act.

Next, to develop more incisiveness, to expand pos-

sibi l ities, to elaborate a vaster projectual ity, to co-

ordinate efforts, to lend support to potentia l ly

crucia l moments; there can grow between the af-

fin ity constel lations – always depending on the ne-

cessities of a project – an informal organization.

Meaning self-organized, without name, without del-

egation, without representation… And to be clear:

informal organizations are also multiple, according

to objectives. The informal method doesn’t aspire

to bring al l anarchists together in a single constel-

lation, but makes it possible to multiply coordina-

tions, informal organizations, affin ity groups. Their

encounter can happen on the terrain of a concrete

proposal , hypothesis or a precise projectual ity.

That makes al l the difference between an informal

organization with necessari ly “vague and subter-

ranean” outl ines (so without being in search of the

spotl ights) , and other types of fighting organiza-

tions for whom the most important is a lmost al-

ways the affirmation of their existence in the hope

of influencing the events, g iving indications on the

path to take, being a force that is part of the power

equil ibrium. Informal organization projects oneself

elsewhere: avoiding the attention of the guard

dogs of domination, it exists only in the facts it

fosters. In short, it doesn’t have a name to defend

or assert, only a project to bring about. An insur-

rectionary project.

So that is where we start over from. In this day and

age where revolts hardly erupt and are more on

the defensive than on the offensive, where war

moves in paral lel with the technological caging of

the world, where the control grid closes in on

everyone and so also on anarchists, where the ad-

herence of a lot of oppressed to the system is – as

always – the best defence domination can arm it-

sel f with, we persist in wanting to propagate our

ideas of freedom through a struggle without com-

promise with authority. Outside the wel l -trodden

paths, by affin ity and informal organization, con-

scious of the necessity of socia l revolution regard-

less if it seems close-by or far-away, to transform

fundamental ly the socia l relations on which this au-

thoritarian society rel ies. To propagate ideas and

echoes of destructive attacks against the structures

and persons that embody oppression and exploita-

tion, so as to open up insurrectionary horizons.

In terms of language, there are sometimes words

that mean more than one might think at first glance.

Take network, l inking and connection, for example,

words that we use everyday without wondering

about their actual meaning, words that indeed rep-

resent our way of l ife in the age of the internet. Al l

these concepts describe tools to capture, tame and

restrain – maybe it’s not a coincidence after al l .

The similarities don’t end with the language. The

internet consists, despite its ethereal appearance,

of a network of cables and wires. This infrastructure

is maintained, developed and control led by states

and international IT-companies l ike Facebook,

Apple and Google – companies who work their way

towards an omnipresence in our l ives, and thus are

enemies of freedom. In time, they might also re-
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